and P . Poison, we have been working to extend, adapt, an d apply the "cognitive complexity" theory [8] that Kieras an d Poison have been developing . In this approach we construc t tools for analyzing the user's side of the interface t o complement the formal tools already available for describin g the computer side of the interface . The purpose of the wor k is to give design and development teams a frame of referenc e for analyzing the implications of design decisions before the y are committed to code . While "cognitive complexity" is a n analytic and evaluation tool, the intention is to inspire a n inventive design cycle by giving early indications of where users may have ease of learning and ease of use problems .
building blocks which suggest the way HCC's should b e built. The object-oriented system architecture is highly flexible and enhances the reusability of many building blocks . In designing new HCC capabilities the designer ca n use either existing objects or objects with mino r modifications, and can thereby rely on standard and welltested components . Our support tools analyze HCC systems , provide assistance and guidance in building them, and creat e informative graphical displays of their structure . They help the designer regain control over systems that have becom e too complex to master without support tools . Our researc h efforts have given us an understanding of how the concepts and abstractions of our HCC toolkit have evolved and o f what it means today to design new systems that make use o f various types of graphical representations, icons, windows , and menus .
Introductio n
The user interface is the external representation of th e capabilities of a system . The user feels the computer through the user interface, which is the software that mediates between the user and the programs that shape the compute r into a tool for a specific goal, whether the goal is to compos e music, design a computer game, do scientific computations , or write an article. The user interface was traditionally th e last part of the development process ; now it should be th e first . It is more than just an additional component ; it is a n integral and important part of the whole system . Th e traditional design process, proceeding from the "inside" t o the "outside," should be reversed whenever possible . The design, development, and evaluation of new informatio n systems -indeed of any new technology -should star t with an understanding of the overall social and technical environment in which they are embedded .
The user interface is crucial for novices an d professionals alike because what it presents to their senses i s the computer . "The user illusion is the simplified myth (th e mental model) everyone builds to explain (and make s guesses about) the system's actions and what should be don e next" [8] .
Requirements for the design of user interface s
The challenge for the designers of user interface software is in meeting a large number of requirements . Designers must o take advantage of modern hardware and basic softwar e capabilities (e .g ., use screens as a two-dimensional worl d that can be edited : use windows, menus and mouse interaction) . All software should be reconceptualized t o take advantage of these interface possibilities ; e mirror the abstractions of the application domain t o reduce the transformation distance between the domai n experts description of the task and its representation as a computer program ; e support active exploration by allowing reversal o f operations and recovery from errors ; o help break the complexity barrier by supporting dynami c unfolding and user-and task-specific filters ; e help break the utility barrier, defined as the ratio of valu e to effort expended, either by increasing the value o f systems or by decreasing the effort necessary to learn an d use them ; ® support the development of a mental model by building in consistency and predictability ; e not only provide extensive error recovery mechanisms but also organize systems in such a way that the user cannot make errors in the first place (e .g ., list only thos e menu items that are applicable) ; o give control to users when they want or need it and d o things automatically when users do not want to b e bothered with doing things themselves . The design space of modern user interfaces is enormous , and designing a complex user interface often takes years (designing the Xerox Star, for example, took more than si x years), To make this task manageable, we have over the las t six years designed, implemented, and enhanced a construction kit called WLisp [1, 3] . WLisp is based on an object-oriented architecture and contains a large amount o f knowledge about the design of user interfaces . The WLis p system has been an everyday operational environment at a number of institutions within universities and research organizations for several years. WLisp has served th e designers of user interface software as well as the end-users .
Most other systems which support windows, menus , icons and mouse interaction are based on high performanc e personal computers . WLisp is implemented in a tim e sharing environment using powerful terminals (currentlycannot transmit this knowledge to others is as useless as a teacher, advisor, or knowledge worker who can communicate well but has nothing to say .
User Interface Management Systems [9] provide graphi c primitives and tools to specify dialogue structures, A use r interface management system architecture requires limite d information exchange and strong separation between use r interface and application system -a reasonable approac h for some problems . Based on our architecture and on th e kinds of problems we try to solve -for example, building intelligent support systems such as help, documentation an d explanation systems -we claim that a strong separatio n between interface and application is limiting because th e user interface has to have extensive access to the state an d actions of the application system. We regard and model a computational system as a collection of communicatin g objects or agents, each of them having an internal state an d an external view ; and we provide mechanisms, such as th e constraints in ObjTalk, to maintain their consistency .
The object-oriented architecture of WLis p
The design, development, and use of WLisp has show n that object-oriented architectures are extremely useful fo r user interfaces . The user communicates with the syste m through a world, represented on the display screen, that i s composed of active objects . Each screen object has its visual representation, a state that defines its appearance on th e screen and its relations to other screen objects ; and i t behaves according to its functional role . The advantages o f object-oriented architectures are recognized in a variety o f systems. Many successful user interface systems, includin g SMALLTALK, the STAR system, and the Lisp machines , have object-oriented architectures . In addition to the representational aspects of user interfaces they provide substantial support in user interface design ; e The creation of subclasses of existing classes allows th e designer to create new objects that differ from existing objects in some desired aspects (e .g., different methods for some messages, additional slots) but that inheri t almost all of the functionality of their ancestors . ® The use of predefined components is not an all-ornothing decision . If a component has one undesire d property, the designer is not forced to abandon i t completely . Even if most of the behavior of a superclas s is undesired, the designer can still use it by overwritin g all but the useful properties . e Subclasses are not independent copies of thei r superclasses. They benefit from any augmentations o f their superclasses . ® Extensions can be made on different levels of th e hierarchy, thereby affecting selected classes of objects . ® Each method can be a hook for modifying behavior .
Methods can be augmented by adding procedures to b e executed before, after, or instead of existing methods . These architectural principles support new programmin g methodologies like differential programming, programmin g by specialization, and analogy, which are crucial to a reusability and redesign approach to system development . The ObjTalk-Browser, implemented in WLisp (see Figure  1) , is an important tool for supporting these programmin g methodologies . Design by reuse and redesign WLisp is a good example of the class of systems tha t evolve to fit an environment of needs, rather than carryin g out a single, well-specified task . In these systems, the mai n activity of programming is no longer the origination of ne w programs but the redesign of existing ones and the reuse o f building blocks . To make this transition, the designer mus t thoroughly understand how these parts function . The leve l of understanding necessary for successful redesign and reus e is an important question : Exactly how much does the user have to understand about existing objects? Our ne w programming methodologies and support tools (e .g ., th e Browser ; see Figure 1 ) are steps toward making it easier t o modify an existing system than to create a new one . Inheritance is important for redesign and reuse, because i t enables the easy creation of objects that are almost like othe r objects with a few incremental changes . Inheritance reduces the need to specify redundant information and simplifies updating and modification because information can b e entered and changed in one place .
A construction kit with a large number of generall y useful building blocks provides a good basis for redesign . WLisp consists of more than 200 ObjTalk classes . Thi s number is both an advantage and a disadvantage for a system of this kind. The advantage is that in all probability . an existing building block or set of building blocks -whic h have been used and tested before -either fit the users ' needs directly or come close to doing so, The disadvantage is that the user may never discover their existence .
Informal experiments [4] indicate that the followin g problems prevent users from successfully exploiting th e potential of high-functionality systems : ei Users do not know about the existence of objects such a s a building block or tool ; e Users do not know how to access objects ; e Users do not know when to use these objects ; ® Users do not understand the results that objects produc e for them : e Users cannot combine, adapt, and modify an object to their specific needs .
Unless we solve these problems, users will constantl y reinvent the wheel instead of taking advantage of alread y existing tools .
Intelligent support tools for W Lis p
Support tools are needed to augment a construction kit . They should provide guidance in building user interfaces , and they should analyze or criticize them and visualize thei r structure . These tools are systems that incorporat e knowledge about user interfaces that goes beyond what wen t into the design of individual components . Figure 2 describes our vision of the architecture of an intelligent desig n environment . This architecture is based on the belief tha t the "intelligence" of a complex tool must contribute to it s ease of use. We have built prototypical systems in man y areas of the outer circle : documentation systems [7] . help systems [6] , critics [4] , and visualization tools [2] . Currently, the use of the WLisp user-interfac e components requires considerable expertise, which has to b e acquired through an extended learning and experimentatio n period . We have constructed a number of design kits [5] to support the modification and construction of new system s from sets of predefined components . In contrast to simpl e software construction kits, which present the designer onl y with the available parts and the operations to put the m together and to run the resulting system, our design kits giv e additional support . They incorporate knowledge abou t which components fit together and how they do so ; and they contain a critic that recognizes errors and inefficient o r useless structures . They are able to deal with multipl e representations of the design .
Design kits constrain the design space and leav e beginners with fewer choices by providing defaults an d grouping the available functions . They reduce the amoun t of knowledge designers have to acquire before they can d o useful work . This is especially important when the desig n environment contains many special-purpose components , each of which is used only rarely even by a full-tim e designer .
Evaluatio n
No formal assessment has been made of the WLisp system, but user reaction has been largely positive, and a large number of complex systems using different use r interfaces have been built with WLisp . Our system-buildin g effort reinforced our basic assumption that in user interfac e design "there are no optimal solutions, only trade-offs . " How do we balance the effort and the large training cost s necessary to learn a complex interface with the power o f having extensive functionality? Should we design the use r interface completely or should we develop meta-systems tha t enable end-users to alter interfaces according to their needs? Should systems be adaptive that is, should the system itsel f change its behavior based on a model of the user and th e task or should systems be adaptable by the user? Will system s that give control to the user be less complicated because the y do not have to anticipate all possible futures? Who ha s control over the system? Does the system or the user mak e decisions about such things as the size of a window? In ou r experience, these trade-offs cannot be made in the abstract, but have to be carefully balanced for specific situations .
The strengths of WLisp are substantial . It is a powerfu l environment for rapid prototyping of a large class o f interfaces . It provides a large class of building blocks that guarantee the construction of high-quality interfaces wit h relatively low construction costs. It contains many associate d support tools that make it easier to learn and work with a complex system . The object-oriented architecture achieve s uniformity, extensibility, and incremental development .
The weaknesses of WLisp are that it is a complex system and requires considerable learning time . The rich set o f classes allows a user to select and specialize, but there i s insufficient knowledge to support these processes . Th e question is : How do we find what we do not know? Th e system needs more active tools or agents that have sufficien t self-knowledge to offer their services to the user . An d WLisp provides little support for transforming a problem model, which is the user's vague and imprecis e conceptualization of the task, into the corresponding system model.
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problem-domain communication . Human problemdomain communication is an important step forwar d because users operate within the semantics of their domai n of expertise and the formal descriptions closely match th e structures of the problem domain . Whenever the user of a system can directly manipulate the concepts of a n application, programs become more understandable and th e distinction between programmers and non-programmer s vanishes .
We will investigate the trade-off between simple tools and intelligent tools. Both kinds of tools have problems . Simple tools require too much skill and too much time an d effort from the user ; for example, it is still non-trivial to construct an interesting user interface with WLisp . Mos t intelligent tools fail to give any indication of how the y operate and what they are doing ; the user feels like a n observer watching while unexplained operations take place . This mode of operation results in a lack of control ove r events, one of the most frustrating experiences of dealin g with computer systems .
Traditionally, in most programs, interaction between th e human and the program has been limited to an exchange o f small pieces of information . We are concerned with a ne w class of computer systems that support cooperative problemsolving processes by providing advice, criticism, an d explanation . In these systems, the boundaries between the user interface portion and the application system becom e much less clear than in traditional systems . WLisp is a goo d first approach to dealing with new systems for cooperativ e problem solving .
Transformations on a Formal Specification of User-Computer Interface s

James Foley Dept . of EE & C S The George Washington Universit y
Present software tools for designing and implementin g user-computer interfaces are too low-level : while they provide support to the designer at the presentation level o f screen layout, dialogue design, etc ., they provide no support at the conceptual and semantic design levels .
Our present research project objective is to develop a formal representation for key aspects of the conceptual an d semantic design of a user-computer interface . Th e representation embodies information about the use r interface in terms of objects, actions, relations, attributes , and pre-and post-conditions associated with the actions . W e are building an interactive system, using a frame-base d expert system shell, which will help the designer create th e specification for an intended interface . Once the designe r has completed the user interface specification, our syste m will be able to : e Apply consistency and completeness checks to th e specification .
• Transform the specification into a series of functionall y equivalent specifications, each of which has a slightl y different user interface to the same functionality . e Evaluate speed of use of the interfaces, based on tas k scenarios and using the keystroke-level model [2] , o r formal grammar analyses [1, 8] . e Input any or all of the specifications into an appropriat e UIMS, such as GWUIMS [9] , to quickly implement an y of the user interfaces .
. A sample user interface specificatio n
The following is an example of how we specify a user interface . given in a Pascal-like syntax . The example is use d throughout the paper to illustrate ideas . The syntactic detail s of the specification are not important : elaboration is give n where needed . A fuller definition of the syntax an d semantics of the specification, along with two major examples, are in [3] .
The functionality of this example interface is trivial : triangles and squares of various colors can be created , deleted, and rotated . The color of created shapes is a static attribute, and hence cannot be changed . There is a genera l object class, called shape, with two subclasses, called squar e and triangle . The pre-conditions, which are conditions tha t must be true before a command can be made available to th e user, concern the existence of objects to operate on . The post-conditions, which are conditions that become true afte r a command is performed, record how many objects of typ e shape exist . 
